grounding in metaphysics and epistemology. He seems especially unaware or perhaps contemptuously avoiding of arguments that literary value is culturally constructed, whether philosophical ones such as Barthes's, sociological ones such as Bourdieu's, or historical ones such as Graff's or Guillory's. This is odd, because it is precisely this phenomenon the cultural construction of literary value that is the implicit target of his wrath. Much of Solway's book can be read as a lament, not that certain writers have been socially constructed in Canada as important while others have not, but that social constructions of value have occurred.
As for the grounds of Solway's own literary values, a reader is left to infer them. Many of the poets he prefers are like himself long-time white male anglophone residents of Montreal. His greatest venom is directed towards women writers, particularly towards Atwood and 'Annie' Carson. His concept of structure involves mostly relationships between individual words and within sentences; he shows no awareness of the architecture of long poems in which structural relationships can be between larger units. He has no appreciation of the use of found materials, or of poetic structures that incorporate them. Pivato also examines the 'double' in Italo-Québécois literature. Although he alludes to Deleuze and Guattari's discussion of 'minor literature' and Linda Hutcheon's theories of postmodernism, his essentially thematic criticism fails to enter into more structuralist territory.
Pivato has also edited a collection of essays on F.G. Paci, whose first novel, The Italians, ' (1865) . Born in Italy in 1832, Cesnola came to America in 1858 as a penniless aristocrat, joined the Union Army, and was captured by the Confederates and imprisoned in Virginia. He is appalled by the conditions in Libby Prison; although his abuse is milder than more recent atrocities, one nevertheless sees parallels to current events.
Also included in Buonomo's essays is an account of Sister Blandina Segale's nineteenth-century journal, At the End of the Santa Fe Trail, which describes the difficulties she faces on the frontier in her nun's habit, caught between stereotypes of sister and witch. Another essay is devoted to Emanuel Carnevali, the expatriate early twentieth century poet, described by William Carlos Williams as a 'lost soul.' Essays on John Fante and Pasquale Verdicchio round out this slim volume. If many of these writers seem obscure, then credit is due to Guernica for bringing them to light. This body of writing is still in its early stages; one looks forward to further developments in the future. While initiated readers will be pleased to see familiar names, like Mark Bly and Anne Cattaneo in the US, Bill Glassco and Urjo Kareda in Canada, the uninitiated will be surprised to learn the comprehensive, often uncredited, role dramaturges have played in facilitating the creation of significant drama (including the work of David French in Canada and George C. Wolfe in the US). Refreshing all around are the ideas of dramaturges who dare to reformulate the basic ways in which plays are written and seen: in response to the geography of the Atlantic provinces, Jenny Munday proposes a delivery service that will send dramaturgical help directly to the playwright's home, while D.D. Kugler in the Western provinces suggests selling subscription tickets to 'the arc of a play,' so audience members can choose to attend anything from rehearsals to a finished production. The thirteen interviews tell an eclectic story, complicating the notion that dramaturges are essentially script readers or research assistants. As individuals discuss their contributions, the reader comes to appreciate the extent of their collaboration with as Norman Frisch puts it xxxxxxx
